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Pegler Yorkshire
Unrivalled quality, innovation, customer service
and long-term value for money

As part of the global Aalberts Industries NV Group,
Pegler Yorkshire is one of Britain’s largest and most
respected manufacturers of innovative products for the
demanding and diverse plumbing and heating industries.

Pegler Yorkshire – a unique story
It was in the late 19th century when two
separate and altruistic companies set out on
the long road to satisfying the needs of
prospective customers and, of course, to
profit in the process. Coincidentally located
just 30 miles apart, each was driven by the
same vision and ideals of a no-compromise
culture. Cutting corners was never an option
and only the best could ever be good enough.

These two companies were Pegler and
Yorkshire Fittings. In meeting all the
challenges of the 20th and 21st centuries
both companies have changed a great deal,
the business ethos common to both never
has. And now these two like minds have
come together as Pegler Yorkshire – a single
source of proven, flow control solutions for
installers, specifiers and engineers in the
domestic, public and commercial markets.

Reputable and established brands
Just as Pegler and Yorkshire have endured
over such a long period, many of the brand
names they have created over time are
similarly very well established, in many cases
as market leaders in their respective categories.
The very extensive Pegler Yorkshire product
range now comprises more than 15,000 lines
– without rival for the choice and coverage
it offers and for the number and scope of
applications it satisfies. 

A mind for innovation
Brands which endure and are not easily
displaced must by definition be the product
of innovative thinking and technology that
continually stand the test of time. Pegler
Yorkshire’s no-compromise philosophy will
always put new product development high
on the agenda, based on not only meeting
the needs of today’s markets, but also
anticipating and meeting customers’ 
future needs.

The true value of knowledge
As well as the benefit of unparalleled
experience of the flow control market and 
its growth over many decades, Pegler 
Yorkshire has strong associations with 
major industry bodies such as those
responsible for determining product and
performance standards. 

The result is a comprehensive store of
knowledge and reference which is invaluable
in the key areas of research, development and
dealing efficiently and accurately with
customer enquiries – particularly with regard
to product application and suitability.

A charter for the best 
in customer service
With such a diverse product range 
and customer base, Pegler Yorkshire’s 
no-compromise standards of quality, 
reliability and value for money naturally 
go hand in hand with the principle of
delivering the best in customer service. 

Green awareness 
and responsibilities
Developing products which reduce the carbon
footprint by saving water and energy is only
one side of the green issues coin. Pegler
Yorkshire is also increasingly committed to
recycling key production materials (such as
brass), eliminating the need for excessive
packaging wherever possible, and looking for
new ways in which the company’s day-to-day
operations can be improved to reduce waste
and minimise the impact on the environment. 

Likewise, social responsibilities such as
supporting employee and local community
welfare are aspects of the very fabric and
philosophy upon which both Pegler and
Yorkshire were founded.

Standards
Pegler Yorkshire is dedicated to designing,
developing and manufacturing products of
the highest quality. We are members of
numerous standards committees and take an
active part in their development. Our products,
where applicable, comply with the relevant
British, European and International standards.
Whatever the latest developments, we
guarantee that our products will always
meet the latest and highest standards.

Trade bodies
Pegler Yorkshire is pleased to be associated
with several influential industry organisations:

Construction
Products

Association

Heating and
Ventilating
Contractors
Association

Association of
Plumbing and

Heating Contractors
The Bathroom
Manufacturers
Association

Builders Merchants
Federation

British Plumbing
Employers Council

The Brass Page 
for specifiers,

designers, engineers
and manufacturers

The Copper
Development
Association

Institute of
Plumbing

Scottish and
Northern Ireland

Plumbing Employers
Federation

Thermostatic 
Mixing Valve

Manufacturers
Association

Yorkshire recommends
contacting OFTEC for

fuel oils advice.
www.oftec.co.uk

The UK 
Copper Board

pec
CERTIFICATION LTD

Brass
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Education
Schools, universities
and colleges

Commercial
Offices, business
premises and shops

Utilities
Public buildings 
and prisons

Leisure
Sports centres, 
camp sites and 
caravan parks

Healthcare
Hospitals 
and clinics

Housing
Local authority,
housing associations
and new build

Pegler Yorkshire. Heating and plumbing solutions
for every sector and every application.
Pegler Yorkshire products are widely specified throughout education,
healthcare, leisure, commercial, utility and housing markets. 
Our products are included in almost every area of building services
from general application areas such as mechanical services and
heating services through to more specialist areas such as solar, plant
room and medical gas services. The range covers products from taps

and mixers to plumbing fittings and commercial valves with a
comprehensive choice of end connections for maximum on-site
flexibility. Our internationally renowned, market-leading brands
include Pegler, Prestex, Yorkshire, XPress and Tectite, to name just 
a few. This brochure hopefully provides you with an overview of the
opportunities available to specify Pegler Yorkshire
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Pegler Yorkshire

Mechanical Services (Heating and Cooling)

Pipework, valves and connections for all M&E
services including Low Temperature Hot Water
(LTHW), chilled water and domestic hot 
& cold water.
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Pegler Yorkshire

Mechanical Services (Chilled Water)

A range of pipework and connections
developed especially for chilled water services
in air conditioning, refrigeration and process
cooling applications.
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Pegler Yorkshire

Commercial and Domestic Water Services

Stylish, high quality mixer taps, kitchen,
bathroom and basin taps, along with all
necessary valves and connections.
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LUXURY TAP SOLUTIONS
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An extensive range of larger valves and
connections for connecting plant to
distribution services.

Pegler Yorkshire

Plantroom Services
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Pegler Yorkshire

Commercial Heating Services

A wide selection of pipes, connections and
zone control product for heating services in 
all commercial applications.
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Pegler Yorkshire

Domestic Heating Services

The Pegler Yorkshire range incorporates a 
wide range of heating controls to enable
homeowners to minimise energy consumption
while ensuring their comfort. These are
combined with an extensive choice of
connection types for the installer.
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Pegler Yorkshire

Gas Services

Fully compliant with all current and anticipated
regulations, the Gas Services range offers total
reliability and peace of mind.
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Traditional craftsman flux must be used for gas compatibility.
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Pegler Yorkshire

Fire Protection

A comprehensive range of carbon and 
stainless steel press-fit fittings, tube
and tools for commercial and 
industrial fire protection applications.
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High quality, reliable valves and connectors 
for all sizes of district heating installation,
designed to provide control for a range of
different heat sources within the same
installation. The range includes products for
energy centres and distribution networks.

Pegler Yorkshire

District Heating
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Pegler Yorkshire

Solar - Commercial and Domestic

High specification products that are ideal for
the unique requirements for solar heating
systems in both domestic and commercial
applications.
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RENEWABLE SOLUTIONS
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An extensive range of connection and control
products for the specific requirements of
refrigeration systems, including refrigerant
gases and chilled water. The Pegler Yorkshire
range makes it very easy and straightforward
to ensure full compliance with all relevant
regulations.

Pegler Yorkshire

Refrigeration Services
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Specialist connectors, manifolds and control
products for use with medical gases, including
de-greased components to eliminate the risk 
of contamination.

Pegler Yorkshire

Medical Gases
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Pegler Yorkshire Group Limited
St. Catherine’s Avenue, Doncaster, 
South Yorkshire, DN4 8DF, England.
Tel: 0844 243 4400 Fax: 0844 243 9870

Registered in England Company No. 00401507
Registered Office: Haigh Park Road, Stourton, Leeds,
West Yorkshire, LS10 1RT, England.

All brand names and logo styles are registered trademarks.
Maintaining a policy of continual product development,
Pegler Yorkshire reserves the right to change specifications, design
and materials of products listed in this publication without prior notice.

LIT.REF: 880117.07.11

Pegler Yorkshire

RENEWABLE SOLUTIONS

LUXURY TAP SOLUTIONS

Our brands:


